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1 CSI Proposal – An Online Maths Lab. Exclusive to each College/School. LargeScale Intensive Care for A Maths Education and Youth Unemployment Crisis

Five Aspects That Make After-MATH a Unique CSI Opportunity
1 - After-MATH is the ONLY large-scale maths solution for Technical & Vocational Colleges. The ONLY online

system that offers NATED N1 – N6 and NCV syllabus NCV L2 – L4. There’s NOTHING else available to this cohort
of predominantly economically disadvantaged learners in their syllabus, affordable or for free on the internet.
2 - The pass-rate at Technical Vocational Colleges for NCV is just 2% and NATED at about 10%. The EDUCATION

CRISIS contributes to the youth UNEMPLOYMENT CRISIS, currently standing at 56%. After-MATH is the ONLY
solution which addresses both issues together on a such a large-scale.
3 - After-MATH also covers the school syllabus, CAPS, IEB. After-MATH is the ONLY online maths lab that’s

EXCLUSIVE to each school/college so they can integrate their learners, teachers, and parents in a CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT LOOP, for individual attention on a grand scale.
4 - After-MATH is the BEST at large scale TEACHER CAPACITY BUILDING in the digital teaching skills of the 21st

Century. It’s MULTIPURPOSE and colleges/schools can also use it for all their other subjects. It runs on a
NextGEN Moodle LMS with 158 Million teachers and learners worldwide.
5 - After-MATH is the ONLY online maths education system with ONLINE INCOME GENERATION ability for the

college. A ready-made eCommerce store with math tutorial extras is available to the college/school to
generate additional income to build institutional capacity.
We are a SOCIAL ENTERPRISE with a for-profit legal form. We are NOT the Direct Beneficiaries.
We are the sole suppliers of After-MATH. It is an exclusive online maths lab to each participating
college/school. We are the Bright Ideas Factory (PTY) LTD trading as FusionLMS. We are not an NPO, we are
not the recipients of the funding; we are the implementing agents.
Direct Beneficiaries and Recipients of Funding for this CSI Initiative
The beneficiaries of funding would be one or more of 50 Public TVET Colleges or selected from roughly 6 000
Public High Schools.
The beneficiaries are learners and teachers and at each college/school sponsored. There are 700 000 learners
at 50 Public TVET Colleges who are required to do maths. Sized between 4 000 – 35 000 learners per college.
There are roughly 3 million learners in grade 10 – 12, on average each school has 500 of learners doing maths.
We have a list of schools/colleges and schools who want this but can’t afford the subscription. As the donor
you can take your pick from our list or add yours.
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2 The Strategic Benefits For The Donor

1 – As can be expected, the donor has NAMING rights for an exclusive online maths lab for each college/school

they’ve sponsored, but there’s more.
2 - Since After-MATH addresses both the Education and Youth Unemployment crisis; it’s loaded with PUBLICITY

OPPORTUNITIES and has huge potential for political and investor NETWORKING. Since After-MATH is online, it
offers INTERNATIONAL VISIBILITY for the donor.
3- The After-MATH website itself is an interactive promotional tool with eCommerce capability for the college

and/or the donor. A ready-made eCommerce store with math tutorial extras is available to the college to
generate ADDITIONAL INCOME to build institutional capacity. This adds sustainability to the donor investment.
4 - A continued direct ONLINE RELATIONSHIP with learners beyond the sponsorship period. The After-MATH

LMS contains email addresses of all registered learners, this is available for email marketing, product
promotion, newsletters and social media marketing forever.
5 - B-BBEE points recognition from the skills development and socio-economic development elements (SED) of

the scorecard. Since the initiative is aimed at educational institutions with a high percentage of ‘Black’ People
benefiting.
Project Longevity and Payback
At most colleges/schools, it only takes between two to three extra learners passing, for the project to pay for
itself. In future some schools/colleges could take over the funding themselves through a small increase in fees,
or via the income from the onboard eCommerce Store.
Project Management
We manage hosting and server-side management. Ensuring teacher participation through EDTech training and
change management sessions would require some project management.
Project Monitoring and Evaluation
The After-MATH LMS has sophisticated analytics, learner records, and progress reports on board. A MOU will
be signed by recipient college; agreement on performance and separation clauses. We will submit user reports
to the college/school and CSI sponsor for compliance and accountability.
Project Sustainability, Prototype and Risk Mitigation
Although we are a small company your risk is mitigated. The After-MATH LAB is ready made; inspect a
prototype of what you will be sponsoring at http://mathematiks.co.za/ We host the system at one of the 4
biggest Internet Service Providers. We pay the hosting fees upfront for the full duration of the CSI sponsorship.
So even if we all perish in a tsunami, the service is guaranteed for duration of the agreement.
Project Budget
A sponsorship ranging between R135 000 – R198 000 per each college/school per year is needed. There are 50
Public TVET Colleges, ranging between 4 000 - 35 000 learners each, and roughly 6 000 public high schools with
500 learners each. You can start small and scale up to more colleges/schools at any time.
Our fee covers the After-MATH LMS system, custom graphic design, NextGEN Moodle installation, hosting,
teacher training, change management and includes access to donor staff members for their kids at
school/college.
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3 THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT of After-MATH - The South African Education System is in
crisis. Youth Unemployment is at 56%

CSI Strategic Fit - Aligned to Six CSI Focus Areas
1 Maths and Science Education, 2 ICT in education, 3 Teacher Development, 4 Whole School Development, 5
Youth Employment Creation, 6 Skills Development & Learnerships.
Global Perspective
The WEF Global Competitiveness Report 2017–2018, ranked SA 128 out of 139 countries for the quality of
maths and science education.
SA teacher qualifications rank 49 out of 50 counties. More than half, 52% of SA teachers do not have a degree.
Our education system in a crisis from a shortage of teachers and year after year, a huge number of highly
experienced teachers leave their profession to search for greener pastures.
TVET Colleges
All learners in TVET colleges are required to do maths. Learners in TVET Colleges have an overall pass rate of
2%, they are in class sizes ranging between 40 and 100 learners. This contributes to the high rate of youth
unemployment; currently at 56%.
There’s nothing explicitly available in their syllabus for free on the internet. N1-N6 and NCV L2 – L4. They do
not have means to pay for extra lessons.
Public Schools
After-MATHS is also for conventional schools where all learners are also required to do maths, but the
motivation for After-MATH is different. Maths is a gateway subject to higher education and career
opportunities.
After-MATH is not just for strugglers but also for achievers. A bachelor pass is usually not enough to gain
entrance to most degrees. Universities require a higher pass rate, at least between 60 – 70% in maths for their
employable degrees.
Well-to-do parents spend R1 Billion on extra math lessons. Most parents in public schools cannot afford it.

Why Is A CSI Sponsorship Needed? - Poor performance and underfunding
A 2015 Performance and Expenditure Review commissioned by National Treasury found that only 2% of
students studying for a national vocational certificate (the matric equivalent of theory and practical experience
in a vocational field) completed the course in the minimum three-year period.
The Commission of Inquiry into Higher Education and Training attributes these poor results to underfunding
which severely impacts the capacity, quality, staff ratios, infrastructure maintenance, research, basic provision
and transformation at TVET colleges.
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